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SECURITY

Activist Tactics Recognition Guide – v2.0
Overview
This document is intended to act as a recognition guide for various tactics used by activist groups. The
report is intended to improve the situational awareness of Mitie security teams and aid in their ability to
rapidly identify and respond to ongoing or imminent protester activity. The guide features a description
and visual aide of various types of protest tactics used by UK activist groups, an assessment of their typical
security impact and a list of potential “pre-action indicators” which could suggest imminent protest activity,
for security staff to be mindful of.
The security impact of any action will vary depending on location, timing, participation levels and various
additional factors and so the “typical impact” section of each tactic is intended only as a very loose guide
based on general trends. The tactics covered in the report vary from typically low-level events such as
theatrical “die-ins” or protest marches to actions that typically result in a greater security impact, such as
building occupations or vehicle-enabled lock-ons used to blockade site entrances. The tactics covered in this
report may be used in conjunction with one another
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Activist Tactics
Banner Drop
Description: Activists unfurl a banner displaying a political message from a prominent and highly visible
location, usually from the roof or awning of the targeted building, an elevated location on that building,
or over the side of a bridge. Activists targeting a building with a banner drop often scale the building
exterior using climbing equipment while a small support group records and photographs the action from
on the ground. Actions of this nature are typically carried out by small groups of well-trained activists
(typically numbering between 2 – 6 people) using professional climbing equipment. Climbers carrying
out these types of actions often remain in location for up to several hours before descending to the
ground. A large number of high-profile multinational AGMs have been targeted using this method. On
occasion, banner drops have been carried out inside a building interior.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
• Climbers are often difficult to remove from the targeted building safely and quickly.
• The highly visible nature of the action creates additional reputational risks to the target.
• Although climbers are usually skilled and well-trained, there remains a risk of an activist or member of the
public/staff being injured in the event of a fall.

Groups Using Tactic
Include: Various
environmental activist groups

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
• Banner drops are unlikely to be promoted online in advance of an action to avoid giving prior notice to
police or any targeted companies.
• Participants are highly likely to use climbing equipment such as ropes, ladders, collapsible ladders, helmets
etc. Climbing equipment will possibly be transported to a targeted location by vans or a lorry. The presence
of such items in an area in which they are out of the ordinary may suggest a banner drop or similar action.
• There is a realistic possibility that high-profile actions will be preceded by increases in online negative
sentiment against the target or the launch of a campaign against the target or their sector.
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“Black Block”
Description: Historical trends indicate that the group will assemble dressed entirely in black and
covering their faces in an attempt to conceal their identity. The group will assemble either independently
or as part of a larger demonstration and seek to provide the anonymity provided by their numbers
and identical appearance in order to carry out criminal damage against a targeted company or
organisation, attack police or security personnel, or engage in some other type of criminal behaviour.
Members of a “Black Block” will often carry items intended to carry out criminal damage or to be used
as a weapon, sometimes concealing them in rucksacks or hiding them on their person. “Black Block”
activists occasionally make use of arm guards, padded clothing and/or improvised or sporting equipment
intended for use as makeshift armour to protect them in the event of violence.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•
•
•

Significant risk of criminal activity and violence, including vandalism and premeditated attacks on police
and/or security staff.
Criminal activity may be perpetrated by a small and committed core group only.
The potential presence of a larger group of uninvolved but potentially sympathetic activists often creates
additional security challenges for a targeted organisation.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Anti-vaccine,
Anarchist and far-Left groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•
•

Groups of people dressed entirely in black beginning to congregate in an area, sometimes either within
the body or on the periphery of a larger protest gathering.
Groups of people making efforts to cover their faces and otherwise conceal their identity, sometimes
either within the body or on the periphery of a larger protest gathering.
Signs of participants wearing padded clothing, sporting equipment or any other items potentially
intended to act as protective equipment in the event of violence.
Signs of participants carrying items which could be used as weapons to commit criminal damage.
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Building Occupation
Description: Activists enter a targeted building and seek to secure themselves inside the premises,
often targeting the building’s lobby area or another publicly accessible area for an extended period of
time. Participants will sometimes use a variety of methods to secure themselves in a location in order
to prevent their speedy removal by police or site security, including tactics involving the use of glue and
lock-ons. The tactic is particularly common on University and College campuses and occasionally involves
actions lasting over several days. Select activist groups also occasionally target disused or unoccupied
premises with this tactic, with some groups being involved in the setting up of squats and other
makeshift living locations, which sometimes also serves a dual purpose as an activist planning location.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•
•

Significant disruptive impact on business continuity at a targeted premises, particularly in businesses that
rely on ease of customer access as a key driver of revenue.
Prolonged activist occupations of particular sites have previously attracted associated problems with
low-level criminality, drug addiction and homelessness.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Anti-vaccine,
Anarchist and far-Left groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Building occupations are unlikely to be promoted online in advance of any action.
It is possible that targeted or derelict buildings occupied by activists will be subject to some level of
hostile reconnaissance in advance.
The movement of supplies such as tents, sleeping equipment or cooking utensils into a temporarily held
space is likely to suggest an intent to carry out a prolonged occupation.
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Insider Threat
Description: Activists appeal to members of staff at targeted organisations, including various
private-sector companies, to encourage them to leak commercially or reputationally sensitive
information into the public sphere. Several activist groups, including Extinction Rebellion, operate
confidential whistleblowing platforms in order to facilitate the sharing of such information. The increasing
social media reach and public profile of a variety of activist organisations, particularly those associated
with climate change, suggests that this threat may possibly continue to rise in the coming years. There
remain additional risks of sympathetic members of staff engaging in other types of activities in support of
an activist movement.

Typical Impact: HIGH:
•
•

Employee access to sensitive commercial information, company IT platforms, and secure areas of the
building creates significant risks in the event of employee compromise.
Exploitation of this access for hostile purposes has the potential to inflict considerable reputational or
commercial damage to an affected organisation.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Environmental
activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•

Activists are highly likely to post flyers, posters, and online media content calling for internal
whistle-blowers during periods in which this is a particular focus for a particular group.
Periods in which a particular issue is subject to a high level of media reporting, (i.e. climate change issues
during COP26) is likely to amplify the risks of insider threats in relation to that topic.
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Paint Vandalism
Description: Activists pour or spray paint either in, on, or adjacent to, the premises of a targeted
company or organisation. Participants in these types of actions usually make use of red or black paint
(often symbolising oil or blood) but also occasionally make use of molasses, a more viscous sticky dark
substance which is harder to clean. Participants in this type of action will often carry out the incident
alone or as part of a small group, particularly as part of events that entail a very high likelihood of arrest.
Premises are often targeted early in the morning when footfall at the location is low. Activists typically
use a number of methods for the pouring or spraying of paint, including repurposed fire-extinguishers,
glass bottles full of paint which are thrown against a target or jerry cans. Several actions of this type have
been vehicle-enabled, including the use of vans to transport storage tanks of paint to a targeted site
before emptying the tank from the rear of the vehicle. On one occasion in the UK a disused fire engine
was used in an attempt to spray paint at a targeted building.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•

Moderate to significant clean-up costs at a targeted site and temporary disruption to business continuity.
Images of these types of vandalism are often widely shared across activist social media platforms,
resulting in potential reputational risks to the targeted companies.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Anti-vaccine,
Anarchist and far-Left groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•

Activists identified carrying fire extinguishers, jerry cans, or any other items potentially being used to
transport or project paint.
The intent to use this tactic is unlikely to be broadcast online in advance of a demonstration, but
protesters may possibly ambiguously refer to the use of “spicy” tactics as part of a planned event.
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Lock-ons
Description: Activists blockade a targeted location by linking arms through a cylindrical tube (often
made out of metal) or suitcase and sitting or lying down at the targeted location. Actions of this nature
are typically directed against building entrances, site entrances, or key intersections of road transport
networks. The intention of the action is typically to cause disruption to business continuity by preventing
vehicle access and/or the free flow of staff and guests to and from a targeted premises. Activists engaged
in such activities are typically supported by legal observers and support teams. Often sleeping bags,
pillows, roll mats, and other items are used as part of an action to provide comfort to participating
activists. “Lock-ons” make use of a variety of materials, including barrels full of concrete, and are typically
home-made, though “lock-ons” can also be purchased online from various specialist websites. The
duration of such protests varies and often requires the involvement of specialist police-cutting teams to
safely remove the protesters from their blockade.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•
•
•

Significant impact on business continuity, particularly if a specific company is targeted.
The duration of any protest may be impacted by the determination of the participating activists and
weather conditions, with cold or wet weather often shortening the length of an action.
The use of concrete and complex structures can increase the time needed to remove the protesters.

Groups Using this Tactic Include:
Environmental activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Activists or suspected activists carrying roll mats, sleeping bags and pillows.
Activists or suspected activists carrying metal or plastic cylinders or suitcases which could potentially be
used as a lock on-device.
Specific details about lock-on demonstrations are unlikely to be promoted online in advance.
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Setting off Fire-Alarms
Description: Activists attempt to enter a targeted building and set off a fire alarm in order to force
an evacuation and disrupt any ongoing events. Events featuring the attendance or involvement of
companies, groups, or individuals who the activists oppose are often a target of this type of action. This
includes high-profile corporate events such as AGMs, lectures, debates, or political rallies held at indoor
locations (particularly university and college campuses). This tactic is often carried out in conjunction
with other activities taking place targeting the event and may take place following successful attempts by
an activist group to penetrate building security.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•
•

Significant disruption to business continuity, including delays to any ongoing planned meetings or events,
while an evacuation takes place.
In the event that not all participants in the action are expelled from the building, there is a risk of an
immediate repeat of the tactic once the evacuation has concluded.

Groups Using
Tactic Include:
Environmental
activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•
•

People wearing ill-fitting or mismatched business attire lingering in the area around a building or event,
seeking to gain unauthorised access to the venue, or in attendance inside the venue.
(Activists sometimes wear business attire either for theatrical purposes or to blend into an area).
Persons around the building demonstrating signs of engaging in hostile reconnaissance
(though this could be indicative of a broad range of security threats).
Persons with a dress code or general profile unusual in a particular area (either internal or external).
Signs of individuals attempting to enter a building by subversive methods, including tailgating, exploiting
any unused or unmanned access points, booking or pretending to book meetings with individuals inside
the building etc.
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Tripods
Description: Activists erect a tripod-like structure using wooden or metal poles and secure one or
more activists in an elevated position as part of a blockading tactic. Activists in tripods are often difficult
to safely remove – a factor which often extends the duration of time that a tripod blockade can remain
operational for. Tripods are often used by activist groups to blockade site entrances or road transport
networks. Activists engaged in such activities are sometimes supported by legal observers and support
teams. Tripod blockades are often erected early in the morning at a targeted location, in order for the
activists to secure themselves in position prior to the opening of the site and/or the arrival of staff
members in the morning.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•

Tripod-blockades often remain in place for a minimum of several hours and result in significant
disruptions to business continuity and the flow of traffic at a targeted location.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Environmental
activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Large wooden or metal poles being transported or carried by confirmed or suspected activists.
Tripods are likely to be assembled rapidly by small groups of activists, often providing minimal time for
staff to respond to an ongoing action.
Tripod blockades are highly unlikely to be promoted online in advance.
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Vehicle-Enabled Lock-Ons
Description: Activists drive a vehicle to a targeted location before parking the vehicle and then rapidly
attempting to secure themselves to it via the use of lock-ons, chains or similar. The vehicle is then used
as a blockading agent to obstruct a site entrance or road transport network, with activists sometimes
targeting a key junction or main intersection in order to maximise disruption and also complicates
the removal process, prolonging the protest. Occasionally a vehicle-enabled lock-on will be supported
by activists on-foot as well as in the vehicle itself. Activists engaged in such activities are sometimes
supported by legal observers and support teams. Often sleeping bags, pillows, roll mats, and other items
are used as part of an action to provide comfort to participating activists. Types of vehicles used in these
types of actions vary, with groups having made use of bicycles, wheelchairs, cars, vans and even trailers
transporting small boats inland.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•
•

Significant disruption to a targeted location. Actions are often supported by multiple activists fastening
themselves to the vehicle.
Disruptions to business continuity and significant road traffic congestion and transport delays.

Groups Using this Tactic Include:
Environmental activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•
•

Vehicles with activist slogans or branding on them being driven through an area.
Vehicles that appear to be driven as part of or alongside an ongoing march or protest action.
Vehicles which are identified as containing activist blockading equipment or activists believed to be
travelling to a protest action.
Vehicles being brought to a sudden standstill and hastily parked at an intersection or outside the
entrance to a site.
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Window Smashing
Description: Activists smash the windows of a targeted company or organisation. Often an action will
be carried out at night by small groups of 2-3 activists, often using hammers, chisels, bricks, or other
physical tools intended for physical damage. Occasionally targeted sites will also be subject to other
forms of vandalism, including the use of graffiti. Sometimes photographs or footage of an incident will
be recorded and subsequently shared online. Activists acting under the cover of darkness typically wear
black and make efforts to conceal their faces. In the past 12 months, XR have also carried out a number
of window-smashing actions in the early hours of the morning, with small groups of protesters using
hammers and chisels to puncture holes in the glass exterior of a targeted asset before peacefully waiting
to be arrested. This tactic is occasionally used during the context of a larger demonstration, taking place
either as part of a spontaneous escalation in violence/unrest or as part of a pre-planned action by a
small and committed group seeking to exploit the disruption of a larger protest to carry out a
criminal act.
Typical Impact: HIGH:
•
•
•

Significant amounts of criminal damage.
Reputational risks to targeted company, including in any subsequent court action.
In severe cases window-smashing may result in a threat to the physical safety of staff members and
visitors inside the building.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Environmental activist, anarchist and pro-Palestine
groups

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•
•

XR window-smashing actions are often carried out early in the mornings by small groups of 5 – 15
activists. Often the activists will transport their equipment via rucksacks and will wear casual attire not in
keeping with the surrounding area.
People wearing black and making apparent attempts to conceal their identity gathering in an area.
Actions of this nature will almost certainly not be broadcast online in advance.
Window-smashing is occasionally carried out as part of a wider demonstration that has deteriorated
into violence. Be mindful of potential shifts in the mood or nature of a protest.
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Bike-locks / chains / D-locks
Description: Activists blockade a targeted location by fastening themselves in place using bike-locks,
D-locks or chains with padlocks. Actions of this nature are typically directed against building entrances,
site entrances, or key intersections of road transport networks. The intention of the action is typically
to cause disruption to business continuity by preventing vehicle access and/or the free flow of staff and
guests to and from a targeted premises. Activists engaged in such activities are sometimes supported by
legal observers and support teams. Often sleeping bags, pillows, roll mats, and other items are used as
part of an action to provide comfort to participating activists. The duration of such protests varies, and
often requires the involvement of specialist police-cutting teams to safely remove the protesters from
their location.
Typical Impact: MEDIUM:
•
•
•

Potential for moderate to significant disruption to transport and/or business continuity.
Blockades/occupations of this nature are more frequently carried out by activists operating alone and so
sometimes result in a lower level of disruptive impact than a larger lock-on blockade.
The easily concealable nature of most bike locks / D-locks makes it possible for an activist to transport a
device into an indoor or otherwise more sensitive location without arousing suspicion.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Environmental
activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Activists or suspected activists seen carrying a bike lock, D-lock, chain, or similar item that could be used
to carry out a blockade or occupation.
Persons acting suspiciously or potentially loitering close to a vehicle or location which could provide the
opportunity to lock-on to.
Specific details about these types of actions are unlikely to be promoted online in advance.
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Glue-ons
Description: Activists superglue themselves to a targeted location, usually having placed the glue on
their hands, in order to fix themselves in place for a prolonged period of time before they are removed
by police or security. Often activists using this tactic will either glue themselves to the road or to the
glass façade of a building. The tactic is often used as part of a blockade or building occupation, with the
intention of causing disruption to traffic, or staff members at a targeted building. Activists have also been
known to glue-on to each other to form a blockade at a targeted site.
Typical Impact: MEDIUM:
•
•
•
•
•

Potential for moderate to significant disruption to transport and/or business continuity.
Actions of this nature are often carried out by activists acting alone or as part of a small group.
Sometimes the action will form part of a blockade making use of various tactics.
Activists carrying out glue-on protests may be able to enter into a targeted area without arousing
suspicion due to the easily concealable nature of the adhesive agent.
Protests involving the use of “glue-ons” often involve lower numbers of activists than other forms of
blockading action.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Environmental
activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Persons acting suspiciously or potentially loitering in an area for no clear purpose.
Persons identified applying glue or adhesive to their hands in a public or private space.
Persons on private property wearing a dress code inconsistent with the general profile of the area.
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Noise Protest
Description: Activists assemble at a targeted location with noise-making instruments with the intention
of making a sufficient volume of noise to cause disruption to the targeted building or event. On other
occasions, this tactic will form part of a march with the intention of causing disruption to the wider area.
Types of instruments used typically include loudspeakers, pots and pans, drums, whistles, portable sound
systems and (less frequently) rape alarms. Noise making demonstrations frequently take place outside
a targeted building, though activists may attempt to stage such protests inside a targeted building, or on
the building roof, to increase the disruptive impact.
Typical Impact: MEDIUM:
•
•

The level of noise disruption is likely to vary significantly depending on the profile of the targeted building, the number of participants, and whether the action takes place externally or inside the building
interior.
In severe cases, actions can result in significant disruption to BAU and create a challenging working environment for staff or visitors in the targeted building.

Groups Using this Tactic Include:
Environmental activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

The identification of multiple persons transporting loudspeakers, whistles, portable sound systems etc in
the nearby area.
Noise protests are likely to be advertised online in advance.
The identification of items potentially intended to be used for disruptive noise-making purposes in the
belongings of a person seeking to enter a venue.
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Posters / Subvertising
Description: Activists paste posters on the exterior of a targeted building, billboard, or across a general
area, with the intention of drawing attention to a particular issue or cause and criticising the targeted
company. The posters will typically be pasted in a location of high visibility. On occasion, buildings on
which posters are pasted are subject to other forms of vandalism. Actions of this nature are often
carried out by a small group of activists, acting at night or in the early morning when footfall at a
targeted site is expected to be lower. The tactic is often referred to as “brandalism”.
Typical Impact: MEDIUM:
•
•
•
•

Protests of this nature rarely result in significant disruption of business continuity unless they are accompanied by an additional action.
Activists will rarely remain present at the scene after the action unless their intention is to carry out
additional protests against the target.
Associated physical confrontations with staff or security are rare in these types of actions.
Protests of this nature potentially pose a low reputational risk to the targeted company.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Environmental
activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•

Although actions of this nature are highly unlikely to be promoted online in advance, increased volumes
of activist criticism of a targeted company, or the announcement of new campaigns against the targeted
company or their sector, often precede these types of protests.
Participants occasionally wear high-viz vests. Participants often use paint rollers with extensions and (if
required) screwdrivers or other tools necessary to remove any covering sheet.
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Die-ins
Description: Activists gather in a specific location and stage a theatrical “die-in” where they lie on
the floor for a pre-determined period of time feigning death. “Die-in” protesters often display signs or
banners promoting their cause. Die-ins can be carried out in both internal and external locations.
Typical Impact: LOW:
•
•
•

Protests typically do not last for more than a few minutes but can result in temporary obstruction to
road transport networks, business entrances, or other thoroughfares.
The purpose of the protest is typically theatrical, rather than an attempt to cause major disruption.
Demonstrations carried out inside building interiors typically result in a slightly higher level of disruption.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Environmental
activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Die-ins may possibly be promoted online in advance of an event.
Congregation of large numbers of confirmed or suspected activists in a targeted area.
Participants may be carrying theatrical props or banners with a focus on death, i.e. cardboard
tombstones or coffins.
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“Club of Truth”
Description: Activists assemble in a square formation dressed in black, wearing Guy Fawkes masks
and holding up laptops, I-pads or other electronic items displaying graphic images of animal cruelty.
Participants will often also hold up banners with the word “truth” on them. Additional activists will stand
around the external perimeter of the group and seek to engage members of the public in conversation
with the goal of encouraging them to adopt a vegan lifestyle. “Cubes of Truth” typically attract between
5 – 30 participants and are usually carried out on busy high streets and town/city centres. Often the
protest will be staged in close proximity to a supermarket, food court, restaurant, or another
meat-serving establishment. “Cubes of Truth” appear to have declined in frequency in the UK since
2017/2018.
Typical Impact: LOW:
•
•

Events typically pass without notable security impact or significant disruption to the targeted site.
The sharing of graphic imagery of animal cruelty has the potential to cause distress to members of the
public or staff employed in the surrounding area.

Groups Using this Tactic
Include: Animal rights
groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

The presence of a group of activists dressed in black, wearing or carrying Guy Fawkes masks and laptops.
Actions of this nature are likely to be promoted online in advance.
“Cubes of Truth” are likely to target certain locations as part of a series. Staff members affected by such
activity should be aware of the possibility that one action may be the first of several.
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March
Description: Activists assemble at a designated muster point before marching along a specific route to
draw attention to a particular cause. Marches often conclude with a static protest or rally at the route
destination, sometimes against the intended target of the demonstration. Marches are typically carried
out in high-profile locations in town or city centres, often starting or concluding in parks, squares, or
other large public gathering places.
Typical Impact: LOW:
•
•
•

The vast majority of protest marches in the UK take place without serious security incidents.
However, marches may be accompanied by spontaneous or pre-planned actions against additional targets en route.
The presence of large numbers of law-abiding demonstrators is sometimes exploited by smaller groups
of activists using the larger group as a permissive operating environment to carry out more impactive/
disruptive actions whilst enjoying the cover and protection of the larger protest.

Groups Using this Tactic Include:
All categories of the activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•
•

Assembly locations for protest marches are likely to be promoted online in advance. Further details
regarding the full march route/destination are typically shared less frequently.
Groups planning to directly target various companies/institutions in the surrounding may possibly
withhold this information and share only the muster point.
Gatherings for protest marches are likely to be distinct from other types of non-activist social assembly
based on the presence of large numbers of banners and flags.
Warning signs that a protest march may contain hostile actors willing to engage in violent and/or criminal
actions include; the presence of large numbers of activists dressed entirely in black, large numbers of
activists making efforts to cover their faces and conceal their identity (accounting for COVID-related
mask-wearing) and/or carrying items potentially intended to cause criminal damage, i.e. hammers,
fire-extinguishers.
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Petition Delivery
Description: Activists physically deliver a signed petition to the premises of a targeted building. The
petition is typically accompanied by a small group of activists and is often names the CEO or another
senior company employee as the intended recipient of the letter. Sometimes the delivery of the petition
is accompanied by a small demonstration outside the targeted premises, sometimes of a theatrical
nature. Organising activists will sometimes notify the targeted premises of their intentions in advance of
arrival in order to facilitate the handover. Actions of this nature tend to be relatively brief in nature, with
organising activists typically departing the area following the delivery of the petition.
Typical Impact: LOW:
•
•

The delivery of a petition to a targeted premises is likely to result in minimal security impact.
Static protests carried out alongside such deliveries tend to be small and of limited impact.

Groups Using this Tactic Include:
Environmental activist and single-issue
campaign groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Ongoing petitions against targeted companies are likely to be promoted on activist social media
platforms in the petition gathering phase, potentially providing advance warning to the site.
Activist groups delivering a petition to a targeted premises will possibly notify the site in advance in
order to facilitate the handover.
Petition deliveries will possibly involve the manual delivery of large boxes of letters to the targeted site
and/or a banner/board highlighting the number of petitions.
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“Social Media Storm” / Spam Communications
Description: Activists spam a targeted company with mass emails, phone calls, and social media postings
criticising the company in relation to a specific issue. Activists will often disseminate the email addresses
and phone numbers of specific (sometimes senior) members of staff and create template emails in
support of the actions. Actions are sometimes carried out at a specific time in order to maximise their
disruptive impact. These types of events are occasionally accompanied by a physical protest action
against the offices of the targeted company.

Typical Impact: LOW:
•
•

Social media storms are likely to result in negligible physical impact to a target but can create low level
reputational risks to the company depending on how widely promoted the action is.
Spam communications in the form of emails or phone calls may result in low-level disruption to business
continuity depending on the level of participation in the action.

Groups Using this Tactic Include:
Environmental activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•

Actions of this nature are likely to be coordinated on activist web-platforms in advance.
The sudden influx of large quantities of negative communications targeted at company phonelines,
emails or social media accounts may possibly indicate that a “social media storm” / spam communications
action has begun.
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Static Protest
Description: Activists assemble in a publicly accessible area and engage in a variety of actions to
promote their cause. Static protests may be directed against a specific entity or held in a location with
no specific target with the broader intention of simply raising awareness for a specific issue or cause.
Static protests are usually held outside a targeted building or institution, or in a public park or square.
Groups engaged in static demonstrations often employ a variety of sub-tactics such as disseminating
flyers, holding up banners and flags, use of noise making elements such as loudspeakers, recording the
premises, delivery of speeches, or the use of props or other theatrical elements to highlight a particular
issue. On rare occasions, participants in such actions behave in aggressive and confrontational ways
towards building staff, security and/or attending police officers.
Typical Impact: LOW:
•
•

The majority of static demonstrations occur without notable security incident and minimal impact to a
targeted building or surrounding area.
Security impact to a targeted site is likely to increase in the event of aggravating factors, such as an
aggressive stance toward building security or staff or the use of highly disruptive sub-tactics.

Groups Using this Tactic Include:
Environmental activist groups.

Potential Pre-Action Indicators:
•
•
•

Protests of this nature are likely to be promoted online in advance, particularly if the demonstration is
intended to be low impact and participants see no need to conceal their plans from building security or
police.
Potential indicators of likely turnout levels of tactics in an upcoming event can be identified by reviewing
an organising groups’ past actions on social media.
Activists carrying banners, flags, theatrical props, loudspeakers, or any other implement potentially
intended to support a protest action.
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General Guidance on Identifying Protesters
In addition to the potential pre-action indicators provided in the specific sections above, the following
general guidance can also be followed to assist in the early identification of potential activists:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the dress code or general profile of an individual or group in the nearby area usual for the time or
location? Things to look out for include persons wearing mismatched suits and business clothing in an
attempt to blend in or wearing casual clothing in a place/time where it is unusual or uncommon.
Is a group or individual in the nearby area carrying items which could conceivably be used for
carrying out protest actions, i.e., flags, ladders, hammers, banners, fire extinguishers, bicycle locks,
chains etc?
Is a group or individual in the nearby area displaying any logos, badges, make-up, or insignia indicative
of support for an activist group or cause?
Is a group or individual in the nearby area carrying props or items which could be used as part of a
theatrical protest?
Is the group or individual loitering in an area in which they have no obvious reason to be, or
otherwise showing signs of suspicious behaviour?
Do moderate or large numbers of people appear to be gathering together in a cluster nearby,
potentially indicating a muster point ahead of an impending action.

For further training and/or official Mitie guidance on responding to protests, please contact Darren.
Pulman@mitie.com. A detailed generic SOP on dealing with protest activity is available on request.

Information Cut-Off Date

06 April 2022

Disclaimer: Although all information stated in this report has been derived from open sources deemed reliable, such information has not
been independently verified and may therefore be subject to errors or omissions. Mitie and the GSOC makes no representation or warranty,
express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness, adequacy or suitability of the content of any information within this report or any other
information made available to other parties. This report will not be updated or supplemented after the intelligence cut-off date/time. No party
shall have any right to use or rely on any information within this report and all parties must seek independent professional advice before acting
or seeking to rely on any information contained herein. Mitie and the GSOC shall not be liable under any circumstances for any claims, losses,
damages or expenses (to the extent such liability may not be excluded or limited as a matter of law) suffered or incurred by any other party
(including any third party claims), whether in contract, tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty or otherwise, arising out of or in
connection with any party using or seeking to rely upon any information within this report.This information is private and confidential and must
not, without the Mitie GSOC’s prior written consent, be disclosed to any person, company, organisation or government agency.”
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